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TOGA 46TH ANNUAL CONVENTION RECAP – At the 46th Annual Tennessee Oil and 

Gas Association Convention, presented by Hornet Corporation, attendees heard 

encouraging news about the state’s prospective development. The two-day convention, 

May 15-16, covered a wide-range of topics and provided a ray of hope to Tennessee’s oil 

and gas producers.  

The good news for Tennessee is best illustrated by the increase in permitting the industry 

has seen during the first five months of 2017. According to data from the Tennessee 

Department of Environment and Conservation, the state has seen a 93% increase in 

permits issued over the same time period in 2016.  

Muddy Boot Award - TOGA’s annual Muddy Boot Award celebrated one member 

company that has a long history of drilling wells in the state and always getting the job 

done, no matter what. Jerry and Vickie Carr, owners of Tennessee Rotary Drilling, were 

honored with a pair of worn out work boots that were bronzed and mounted on a plaque, 

which were meant as a recognition to their willingness to get their boots dirty in pursuit of 

success.  

In his acceptance speech, Jerry commented on how valuable Vickie has been, especially 

in their early years when she was his partner on the rig. Vickie, in accepting, thanked the 

many operators who had hired them to drill and paid a special thanks to the convention’s 

presenting sponsor, Hornet Corporation, for their continued support over the past several 

years.  

Productive Sessions - Throughout the convention, attendees heard from a variety of 

speakers, including two that presented possible keys to more productive and successful 

wells.  

Bill Goodwin, W.D. Goodwin, Inc., told participants that more sand may well be the key to 

bigger Monteagle and Ft. Payne wells in Tennessee. 

“We need to go to school on what is happening in the Eagle Ford Shale play,” explained 

Goodwin. “Operators there realized that more sand in fracs means more oil production. 

They are using up to 1000 truckloads of sand in a 10,000 ft. horizontal. 



“Our producing formation is similar to the Eagle Ford, so we need to use up to three 

truckloads of sand for a vertical well with a 30 ft. pay section. Over the years, only a very 

few Tennessee wells have been fraced with sand. And then, only a small amount,” he 

added. 

He pointed out that in Indiana, operators are using large amounts of sand in fracs to a 

limestone reservoir similar to ours here and making 100 barrel a day wells with a 

$100,000 frac. 

“Based on what is happening in Indiana, we should be able to do a $60,000 frac and 

make a 30 barrel a day well and we are planning to try to do just that,” Goodwin said as 

he closed his presentation with a geological map of the proposed drill site. 

He also noted that the typical limestone well in Tennessee shows 23,000 to 65,000 of 

producible reserves in primary recovery, yet most wells make only 5,000 barrels in the first 

5 five years and then one barrel a day to one barrel a week for “seemingly” forever. 

“We have tried to squeeze more oil out of our rocks with chemicals, nitrogen, CO2 and 

short laterals, with little success. We need to keep trying old and new ideas” he added. 

“Tennessee remains the least expensive states in which to explore and produce. We just 

need to try to make it even better,” he concluded. 

In a presentation titled “Success and Failures of Horizontal Wells in Tennessee and Why,” 

Scott Gilbert, geologist, Champ Oil Company, said some 76 horizontal wells have been 

drilled in Tennessee with widely varying levels of success. 

He noted that the horizontal gas wells drilled in the Chattanooga shale have been more 

successful that the limited number of oil wells drilled in the Ft. Payne formation. 

“What we have learned is, generally speaking, to get good production out of a horizontal 

shale well, you need longer laterals, more frac states, larger fracs, and drill them in areas 

of magnetic lows,” he advised. 

He added that he recently did an AFE for a horizontal well for Champ Oil Company.  The 

total cost was approximately $1 million for a 4,000-5,000 foot lateral with 22 stages and 

1mmcf of Nitrogen per stage. 

Regulatory Issues - Mike Burton, Supervisor of the TDEC Oil and Gas Program, 

presented “The Battle of the Bond,” which chronicled the struggles of the agency to 

handle all of Tennessee’s abandoned wells.  

Prior to 1986, Burton said, operators could post a $10,000 blanket bond for an unlimited 

number of wells. Two years later, regulators instituted a $1,500 bond for individual wells 

and limited the blanket bonds to 10 wells.  



“Research conducted in 1998 indicated that there were approximately 4,500 abandoned 

wells in the state,” Burton said. “At that point, we became much more aggressive in 

plugging the wells and were moving along at a solid pace.” 

However, during tough financial times, $1.4 million of the $2.2 million plugging fund was 

raided by the state legislature to balance the budget. Although the balance has increased 

since, there is currently only enough money to plug about 300 of the remaining 

abandoned wells.  

TDEC is considering raising the bond on landowner-owned wells as a way to address the 

deficit. Burton said that the current bond of $500 is just not enough to adequately deal 

with the wells. He said that a rulemaking hearing is possible later this year.  

Convention attendees also heard from Stephen Williams with the Tennessee Valley 

Authority’s Rights of Way division. Williams discussed how gathering lines, transmission 

lines and pipelines interact with the network of assets owned and managed by TVA and 

how proper notification keeps landowners, workers and citizens safe.  

In an effort to improve the review of right of way permits, Williams told attendees that TVA 

has put all of the necessary forms and applications online. He said that typical projects 

take about 30-45 days to review. Upon questioning from the audience on the utilities’ 

attitude about the approval of projects, Williams stated that the utility is not trying to deny 

access, but instead, keep informed of all infrastructure on the right of ways for safety.  

Geologic Time - East Tennessee is currently the only oil or gas producing region in the 

state. However, Dr. Bob Hatcher, Professor of Structural Geology & Tectonics at the 

University of Tennessee – Knoxville, told attendees that the geology of Middle Tennessee 

holds promise for additional undiscovered hydrocarbons.  

Combining new and old information, Dr. Hatcher told attendees that unconformities in the 

central portion of the state provided a “fairway and potential plays that could increase the 

overall oil and gas production in Tennessee.” 

“If operators conducted additional exploration in the southeastern, eastern and western 

flanks of the Nashville dome and western Cumberland Plateau, it should increase overall 

state production,” Hatcher said.  

Unlike Hatcher’s presentation, which discussed rocks that are up to 90 million years old, 

Dr. Gary Bible, President of Cougar Dome, LLC, told attendees about the incredible 

advances in GIS and GPS and how that can assist producers in making and exploiting 

better maps.  



“All of the data that’s now publically-available combined with the incredible software, some 

of which is free and open-sourced on the internet, the map-making possibilities are nearly 

endless,” Bible said.  

Board of Directors meeting - TOGA’s Board of Directors met at the end of Tuesday’s 

technical sessions. The agenda included suggested appointments to the state’s newly-

created Energy Policy Council, well bonding and directors’ nominations.  

The Board’s first business was to re-elected Gary Bible, Kurlan Barbosa and Brint Camp 

to another two-year board term and re-appointed Anne Byrd to serve as TOGA’s 

Secretary-Treasurer.  

Next the Board discussed who would serve as the oil and gas representative on the new 

state Energy Policy Council. Gary Bible was nominated, and he accepted.  

Finally, the Board discussed TDEC’s potential rulemaking on well bonding issues and how 

this course of action may help or hurt the industry. However, the directors did not come to 

a final decision on supporting or opposing the action before they adjourned.  

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY – It’s time again to update the TOGA membership directory. 

Please review your information online at www.tennoil.com/membership-directory 

(Password Produce2017) and email Roxanne Reiley at rreiley@laine.com with any 

changes by July 1, 2017.  

ANNUAL OIL AND GAS ACTIVITY REPORT – The latest edition of the “Oil and Gas 

Activity in Tennessee” report can be found on the TOGA website on the Communications 

page. TOGA would like to thank the Tennessee Department of Environment and 

Conservation and especially Elaine Foust for their hard work on preparing the report.  

MONTHLY DRILLING PERMITS – The monthly reports for new drilling permits for the 
states of Tennessee and Kentucky can now be found as PDFs in the members’ only 
section of the TOGA website. This year’s password is Produce2017. 
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